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INTRODUCTION TO BOOKLET
This booklet is a result of  the course Anthropocene Feminisms held at 
Arkitekturskolan KTH spring 2018. The course discussed different con-
cepts around the term The Anthropocene using critical perspectives 
found in feminist discourse. A vital part of  the course was to relate the 
theoretical explorations to a physical place. In the relation to the place a 
mindset of  care or nurture had to be applied and the technique of  sto-
ry-telling be explored. The following texts are the outcome of  this setup, 
examining narration and theory in relation to a site. The place chosen to 
be under care is the esker named Brunkebergsåsen situated in the very 
central of  Stockholm. An esker is a ridge created of  milled bedrock when 
the ice retreats after a glacial period.
 The first text Dust to dust tells the history of  Brunkebergsåsen 
and reflects upon the concept of  care in a somewhat dramatic narra-
tive technique. In the narration the nature altering powers of  humankind 
is paralleled with nature forces like the ones of  the latest glacial period.  
The second text What to what ponders over the intertwined concepts of  
destruction and creation. It reflects over Brunkebergsåsen being a crea-
tion of  destroyed bedrock and parts of  Stockholm being a creation of  
destroyed parts of  Brunkebergsåsen. Image to Thing is an experiment under 
the theme of  what a thing is and how a  representation of  a thing is not 
just an illustration but a thing of  its own. One could say that Brunke-
bergsåsen is now more the text and images of  it than the actual physical 
esker which might makes you loose respect for the material original. By 
making a collage of  images and image-captions from the first posts when 
searching Brunkebergsåsen in Google News a new and absurd image of  
Brunkebergsåsen is created. As absurd and environmentally disillusioned 
as the ones existing. Material to Material continues the reflection on things 
relational aspects by following the materialized forms of  Brunkebergsåsen. 
The text conveys this through the poetical techniques of  patten, repetition 
and condensing text. 
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The last text Tellurian to Tellurian is in the form of  theatre manuscript tell-
ing the story of  Brunkebergsåsen. The environmental humanities societal 
critic of  a non-holistic view in ecological knowledge is weaved in. The 
text loans from an allegorical and absurdistic tradition to critic a problem-
atic societal situation inspired by a theatre piece by Oswald de Andrade 
named O Rei da Vela. An ambition with the manuscript form is to high-
light questions of  actorship and perspectives.
 An overall reflection on the work of  this course is the potential 
of  writing as a creative tool. New, abstract and scattered concepts has 
been through writing been forged to knowledge. I have found the focus 
on fictional writing has helped to refine concepts. To create aesthetically 
strong text demands clear understanding of  the content. Fictional writing 
can raise the accessibility of  otherwise often esoteric scientific works. One 
threat to fictional writing as information conveyor is the implicit associa-
tions it gives. The concept of  Story-telling can be used to give undeserved 
and holy values to simple commercial products.

Above, the bare esker is depicted in the top left part, flanked with city blocks on its right and left, around 
1642.
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W H A T  T O  W H A T ?
When is something destroyed? How much has to be gone? How much has 
to be left? What is this defined something?
 In light of  these questions one could ponder over the existence of  
Brunkebergsåsen. If  half  of  it has been demolished to what the Stockhol-
mers think should be a ground level, does it still exist? Can its destroyer 
reconstruct it or is this the privilege of  the creator? An animal could be 
said to be recreated in every given moment due to its cells constantly be-
ing regenerated. A river always shifts in its physical compound. Still they 
are not seen as destroyed.

 

What happens with the destroyed and removed parts of  the esker? From 
being a ridge they were used to turn water into land in the nearby Klara 
sjö, Nybroviken and Barnhusviken.1 The children of  the esker.
 Can there be a Stockholm without Brunkebergsåsen? When de-
stroying Brunkebergsåsen Stockholm is as much destroyed.2  As the hu-
man animals the Stockholmers are, they always regenerate by destroying 
what they have and what they are when they are creating what they think 
they are. The esker is part of  the unique topography of  the area, giving 
name to squares and streets like Malm Division Street or Malmskillnads-
gatan being one street running on top of  it.
1 Wikipedia; Brunkebergsåsen
2 Colebrook, Claire. Death of  the Posthuman: Essays on Extinction, vol. 1. Ann Arbor: 
Open Humanities Press, University of  Michigan Library, 2014.

D U S T  T O  D U S T 
From immense forces of  a hundred thousand year icy cold drawing back 
was the esker or ridge Brunkebergsåsen created,1 constituted of  1.6 billion 
years old milled bedrock.2 Its violent birth placed it between Norrström 
and Brunnsviken in what is now Norrmalm in Stockholm.3 Ever since has 
the ground it is standing on and also its source of  content raised Brunke-
bergåsen higher and higher, up from and away from its creator, the water, 
first in the temperament of  a hard and violent destroyer/creator, then in 
a free flowing temperament protecting in its depths its creation from the 
destroyers/creators of  the land.4

From immense forces of  a settlement not even one thousand years 
old,5 with inhabitants whom from conspecifics of  the south appears at 
times somewhat hard and cold, Brunkebergsåsen has now been nearly 
destroyed.6 
 Would it be best to let the water care for it in its protective depths 
again? Or can the temperament of  the present destroyer/creator be 
warmer and caring?

1 Sveriges geologiska undersökning; Från istid till nutid; https://www.sgu.se/om-geologi/
jord/fran-istid-till-nutid/ (Acessed 2018-04-30)
2 Sveriges geologiska undersökning; Sveriges berggrund; https://www.sgu.se/om-geologi/
berg/sveriges-berggrund/ (Acessed 2018-04-30)
3 Wikipedia; Brunkebergsåsen; https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brunkebergsåsen (Acessed 
2018-04-30)
4 Sveriges geologiska undersökning; Landhöjning – från havsbotten till lerslätt; Från istid 
till nutid; https://www.sgu.se/om-geologi/jord/fran-istid-till-nutid/landhojning-fran-havsbot-
ten-till-lerslatt/ (Acessed 2018-04-30)
5 Stockholmskällan; Stockholm blir en stad; Stockholms äldsta historia; https://stock-
holmskallan.stockholm.se/teman/stockholms-aldsta-historia/stockholm-blir-en-stad/ (Acessed 
2018-04-30)
6 Wikipedia; Brunkebergsåsen
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 Maybe, the esker shouldn’t be simplified as a ridge of  rocks, in-
stead be seen as more of  a whole. It is full of  water, being purified it way 
through it, a massive thermal mass and surely was an interconnected web 
of  living organisms. Can the living whole still be found or is it forever 
crushed under the weight of  Stockholm? A by human untouched part 
of  the esker can not be found. Stockholm have taken Brunkebergsåsen 
with it in its regenerating self-destruction as the icy water did before it. 
The stones, gravel, mud and so forth of  the esker finds itself  again being 
thrown around by the horrors of  this planet.

I M A G E  T O  T H I N G

”He sings about a new brand of  hero, just 
in time for the neoliberal revolution. (...) 
Yet Bowie’s hero is no longer a subject, 
but an object: a thing, an image,(…)if  
identification is to go anywhere, it has to 
be with this material aspect of  the im-
age, with the image as thing, not as rep-
resentation. And then it perhaps ceases 
to be identification, and instead becomes 
participation.”

  - Steyerl, Hito. A Thing Like You 

and Me. E-flux Journal #15 April (2010), 2.
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”Sky high levels of  radon in the Royal Palace.”1 ”(…) at home at Victoria - could be dangerous for 
health.”2 ”Pipes from Brunkebergsåsen will cool and heat the building.”3 ”(...)Thule is situated deep down 
in Brunkebergsåsen.”4  ”It is here the couple Rikard Persson and Tom Mårtenson has there elegant and 
cosy attic flat.”5 ”(…) since last autumn it has been rebuilt to now again become one of  the city’s most 
attractive meeting spot.”6 

1 TT; Skyhöga radonhalter på kungliga slottet; Aftonbladet; 2018-03-07; https://www.
aftonbladet.se/a/J1Rwvm (Acessed 2018-05-01)
2 Giertz, Elias; Radon hemma hos Victoria – kan vara farligt för hälsan; Expressen; 
2018-03-07; https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/kungligt/radon-hemma-hos-prinsessan-victo-
ria-kan-ge-halsoproblem/ (Acessed 2018-05-01)
3 P4 Stockholm; Brunkebergsåsen ska kyla fastigheter; Sveriges radio; 2011-04-25; htt-
ps://sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=103&artikel=4471636 (Acessed 2018-05-01)
4 Computer Sweden; Här är Bahnhofs nya superhall; Computer Sweden; 2012-10-09; 
https://computersweden.idg.se/2.2683/1.470411/har-ar-bahnhofs-nya-superhall (Acessed 2018-
05-01)
5 DI Weekend; En uppvisning i inramning; DI Weekend; 2017-03-07; https://weekend.
di.se/reportage/en-uppvisning-i-inramning (Acessed 2018-05-01)
6 Stockholms stad; Nya mötesplatsen Brunkebergstorg invigd; My Newsdesk; http://
www.mynewsdesk.com/se/stockholms_stad/pressreleases/nya-moetesplatsen-brunkebergstorg-in-
vigd-2129005 (Acessed 2018-05-01)

M AT E R I A L  T O  M AT E R I A L

Bedrock met ice, 
became stones, pebbles and sand. 

Ice met warmth, 
became streams and rivers. 

The rivers ran dry. 
The stones, pebbles and sand 
became an esker. 

The esker met humans, 
became named, described and 
made to images. 

The name, descriptions and 
images met an architecture student, 
became blog posts. 

Blog posts met fellow students and teacher; 
became another thing.
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TELLURIAN TO TELLURIAN

A C T  O N E

  On stage, foremost, an endless and expanding darkness engulfing  
  absolutely everything. Centre stage, a star named The Sun 
  extremely attention seeking in its imposing luminance. In front of   
  The Sun, a planet named Tellus. A lively character, wet and 
  overgrown covered with a thin layer of  gas. On Tellus, bedrock, an  
  esker and water shifting in temperament. 

DARKNESS:  
 (Makes a very unpleasant low pitched hissing sound.)

THE SUN:
 (Hums too loud Let the sunshine in while pondering which of  
 the Hair or Army of  Lovers version is the best one, concluding  
 that they both are the best ones.) 
 
TELLUS:  
 My skin, my beautiful skin of  bedrock! Water, you vile,
 schizophrenic substance! Hard and cold have you ravaged my  
 body. I will heat things up for you and turn you to a shapeless  
 fluid.

  Ice melting away turning to water. Covers in its watery depths its  
  offspring an esker, a ridge of  crushed bedrock.

A C T  T W O

  The bedrock has risen up after the hard and cold has been lifted  
  from it. Therefore leaving the esker revealed. Some Tellurians enter  
  stage with an ego even bigger The Sun. The Tellurians dwells on,  
  in and trough the esker and names it Brunkebergsåsen.

DARKNESS:  
 (Continues making the very unpleasant low pitched hissing  
 sound.)

THE SUN:  
 (Plays Hide and Seek. Fail to hide due to its as mentioned 
 imposing character.)

THE WATER:    
 My child, my poor child! My esker, my poor little esker! The 
 limits is reached, I will turn to ice and avenge the crime of  
 Brunkebergstunneln, Kungsgatan, Citysaneringen and 
 Norra länken! I  will turn it all to crumble under my weight! You  
 just wait! 

  The Tellurians starts to situate themselves as audience outside  
  stage being at the same time on stage in the Stockholm City  
  Theatre, located in the excavated esker. Equipped with the 
  intellectual ability of  having multiple truths and realities they  
  while watching the play somehow are unaware and aware of  also 
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  being on  stage.1  2 Something that doesn’t hinder them from  
  zooming  start whispering to each other.
 
TELLURIAN 1: 
 You know, this reminds me of  a seminar recently about the 
 Anthropocene and storytelling… Eh, Anthropocene is like a way 
 of  defining a period of  time when mankind is affecting the  
 earth’s climate. For like, raising awareness for climate change  
 and such. But its problematic term also. Anyway…3

TELLURIAN 2:  
 I thought you were in Architecture school?

TELLURIAN 1: 
 Yeah, you know, everything is connected.4

TELLURIAN 2: 
 True.

TELLURIAN 1: 
 So, in this text discussed at the seminar, this Jane Bennet-
 someone, talks about seeing the possible political agency of  other 
 things than humans. Like worms or like in this play the sun and  
 

1 Colebrook, Claire; Introduction; Death of  the PostHuman: Essays on Extinction, vol. 1; 
Colebrook, Claire(ed); Ann Arbor; Open Humanities Press, University of  Michigan Library; 2014; 
9-11.
2 Turpin, Etienne; Introduction; Architecture in the Anthropocene: Encounters Among 
Design, Deep Time, and Philosophy, Turpin, Etienne(ed); Ann Arbor; Open Humanities Press, 
Michigan Publishing; 2013; 3-6.
3 Heise, Ursula K; Introduction: Planet, Species, Justice – and the stories we tell about 
them; The Routledge Companion to the Environmental Humanities; Ursula K. Heise et al.(ed)
Oxon and New York: Routledge; 2017; 4-5.
4 Barber, Daniel; Architectural History in the Anthropocene; Journal of  Architecture, 21 
(8); 1165–70.

 the water.1 
 
TELLURIAN 2: 
 I wonder what that weird hissing sound is then.

TELLURIAN 1:  
 Me too. Its really unpleasant. Anyway, she refers to this
  democratic theory which make an analogy between political and 
 ecological systems. Any action easily becomes an political one of   
 being a thing of  the society.2

TELLURIAN 2: 
 John Dewey?

TELLURIAN 1:  
 Yes! Nice.

TELLURIAN 2: 
 Read about him in a political science course.

 End of  excerpt of  a play that may be finished in the future. Front cover of  this 
 booklet is a sketch of  a scenographical language of  the play.

1 Bennett, Jane; Political Ecologies; Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of  Things; Dur-
ham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010. 94-95.
2 Ibid; 95.
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